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OMNI is an advanced DNS-based threat detection
system developed by the Blackstone Law Group

Monitoring: Domain Abuse and
Sophisticated DNS-based Threats

OMNI in the News

Next level protection for clients and their domains from phishing, ransomware, malware, and
the legal consequences, damage, and embarrassment that occur from attacks
Provides early identification and warning of DNS-based threats on the open web and deep web
by analyzing and tracking activities of threat actors

Detection: OMNI Identifies Threats
That ‘Brand Protection’ Services Do Not
Sophisticated cyber-actors know how to evade ordinary 'brand protection' monitoring services
"Using the tool, which Urbelis and
his colleagues call Open-Source
Multidisciplinary Network
Intelligence or OMNI, he found 36
domains that contain the name
Comey and were registered in
2018." – Lorenzo FranceschiBicchierai, MOTHERBOARD (19
April 2018)

OMNI hunts down and eliminates threat actors before their threats are launched, something
other services do not do
OMNI identifies gripe sites, disgruntled former employees, and other sources of misinformation
that hurt a client's brand

Prioritization: Investigative Expertise
That is Relevant, Timely, and Actionable
OMNI identifies the most serious threats to a client, separating those threats from less
immediate concerns
We provide actionable and understandable alerts that allow clients to react swiftly to highpriority threats

Takedowns: Stopping Threat Actors
Before They Reach Your Network
"... Alexander Urbelis, a partner
at the New York-based
Blackstone Law Group who
detected the new registrations."
– Tami Abdollah,
ASSOCIATED PRESS (23 July 2018)

Blackstone attorneys have the legal and technical skills to stop cyber criminals in their tracks
We are data security and incident response specialists who know how threat actors operate
Our services, communications, and reports are protected under the attorney-client privilege and
as attorney work product, affording our clients an additional level of security and assurance
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